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Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons
will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! In fact, we carry more body kits than any
other company on Earth! We have more than 40 brands of ground effects including our own line
of body kits that we manufacture in house , and we carry body kits for more than different
vehicles! Our store is full of car body kits and truck body kits, so take a look at our fantastic
selection. Select Your Vehicle. Year Extreme Dimensions. RK Sport. Duraflex Drifter 2 Body Kit.
Front Bumper. Side Skirts. Rear Bumper. Full Kit. Duraflex B-2 Body Kit. Duraflex Drifter Body
Kit. Duraflex Bomber Body Kit. Front Bumper Urethane. Side Skirt, Right Urethane. Side Skirt,
Left Urethane. Rear Valance Urethane. Full Kit Urethane. Duraflex B-2 Side Skirts. Duraflex
Bomber Front Bumper. Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? You can
make your Mustang look like an in-your-face rally car with huge foglights and a 'Big Mouth' style
front bumper. We get asked these questions all the time. Answer: Most body kits are either
made of fiberglass, poly-urethane, or ABS plastic. Question: What's the difference between
them? Answer: Each has its pros and cons. Take a look: Fiberglass body kits - These are the
most prevalent body kits by far. The main reason is because they're the most cost-effective to
manufacture. Fiberglass body kits are almost all made by hand, and because of that they don't
have the same precision of fitment and finish as, say, your machine-made CAD-designed
factory bumpers do. Also, most fiberglass body kits won't withstand a fender-bender as well as,
for example, poly-urethane body kits. That being said, paint adheres really well to fiberglass,
and fiberglass won't warp even in the most extreme of weather conditions. Besides that, they're
the most affordable type of body kit available. Extra note: some companies have introduced
high-end fiberglass body kits that use a specialty flex resin that gives bodykit-buyers the best of
both worlds: durabilty and affordabilty. An example of this is the Duraflex brand of body kits,
which is probably the most popular-selling line of body kits we offer. Poly-urethane body kits Poly-urethane also referred to as simply "urethane" is a techinical word that basically means
"rubber". Urethane body kits are more expensive than fiberglass ones because they cost a
whole lot more to make. The cost to develop a proto-type and mold for a complete urethane
body kit is about 12 times that of a fiberglass body kit. Urethane body kits are made out of
heavy-duty molds and are machine-made, so the precision of finish is normally solid. Also,
urethane body kits can actually withstand small accidents and stay in tact. There are a few draw
backs to urethane body kits though: 1 Paint doesn't adhere to them particularly well, so it takes
extra elbow grease to get them painted properly, 2 They are prone to warping in extreme
weather conditions, so you'd have to consider garaging them at times depending on where you
live, and 3 They cost substantially more than fiberglass body kits. Many automobile
manufactures use ABS plastic to make body panels. ABS plastic body kits are machine-made.
They're easier to paint than poly-urethane body kits, but not quite as flexible; they are more
resemblant of your factory body panels. Like poly-urethane body kits, ABS plastic body kits are
substantially more expensive than fiberglass body kits because they are so much more
capital-intensive to design and create. Answer: It depends on what material of body kit you
want. Below are our votes. Some of the most popular are Mustang ground effects, Camaro
ground effects, and Firebird ground effects. Something else to be aware of is that there are a lot
of different terms that essentially mean the same thing: ground effects, body kits, ground
effects kits, car ground effects, and truck ground effects. Q: What's the difference between
fiberglass and poly-urethane body kits? A: The difference between fiberglass and poly-urethane
body kits is that they are made from different composite materials. Both types of materials have
positive qualities. Urethane is a rubber-type material that is very flexible and will hold up well in
the case of an accident. Urethane is therefore popular for its durability. Fiberglass body kits in
general are less flexible than urethane body kits although this definitely depends on the
manufacturer , but are more resistant to extreme weather conditions. Additionally, paint adheres
very well to fiberglass, so there likely will not be paint problems with a fiberglass. Finally,
fiberglass kits are relatively inexpensive. Both composites are used widely throughout the
world for body kit manufacturing, and each has proven to be very popular. Q: I see the same
style of body kit listed under different brand names. What's the difference? A: Indeed, you will
sometimes see the same exact style of body kit listed under two or more different brands on our
website. In this case, it means that the exact same style is just made by more than one
manufacturer. Each of the body kit manufacturers whose product line we carry is an elite body
kit brand, yet each has its own unique manufacturing process. Read about this manufacturer
section under the detail product listing for each brand to learn more about each. Also feel free
to contact us to ask any other questions you might have. Q: What all do body kits come with?
A: Full kits generally include the front bumper, the side skirts, and the rear bumper. Look at the
body kit description to see exactly what is included. Some kits come with fender flares, wings
spoilers , hoods, or other styling accessories. Q: Are body kits and ground effects the same

thing? A: Yes. Ground effects, body kits, spoiler kits, bumper kits and aero kits are all terms
that mean the exact same thing. Q: What exactly is a body kit? Why buy a body kit? A: A body
kit is essentially a collection of parts that, when installed on your car, modify its appearance.
Most body kits modify the look of the front and rear bumpers and of the rocker panels on a car.
Many body kits consist of custom bumpers that replace your factory bumpers, while others
include lips or fascias that you add to your factory bumpers. Almost all body kits come with
sideskirts that are installed on top of your factory rocker panels. Body kits often create the look
of a lowered vehicle and can give your car an aggressive look, a super-clean flowing look, or a
race car look, to name a few types of styles. Out of all available modifications, body kits
probably make the biggest impact on the appearance of a car. Installing a body kit on your car
will completely change your car's look, and will certainly turn peoples' heads as you drive down
the street! Q: Do you put a body kit on over your factory bumpers, or do you replace your
factory bumpers with a body kit? A: Some body kits come with bumpers that replace your entire
factory bumpers while others come with add-on lips that attach to your existing bumpers. It all
depends on the brand and style of the body kit. Q: Do body kits fit over the existing bumpers or
replace them? A: Most body kits bumpers will require you to remove your original factory
bumper covers and replace them with the ones you've purchased normally you use the same
hardware from your factory bumpers to install the new body kit bumpers. Q: Are body kits
strong enough for a daily driver, or are they just for show cars? A: Body kits are very strong
when installed correctly. Of course, fiberglass can indeed crack if in a fender-bender or if you
hit a curb too hard, but in general they will last you a long time. For an added level of strength,
consider going with a urethane body kit if available for your vehicle. Q: Can I mix and match
body kit components if I don't like a particular part? A: Yes, absolutely! Keep in mind that it's
best to try to stick with one brand, however, as additional shipping charges may be incurred if
the parts come from different warehouses. If you have any questions or concerns, just contact
us! Filter Your Results. Body Kits 7. Extreme Dimensions 6. RK Sport 1. Duraflex 6.
Poly-Urethane 1. Full Bumper Replacement 4. Choose Your Vehicle:. In this episode of Andy's
Auto Sport TV, we tell you all about lip kits and front bumper lips, showing you how easy it is to
add a bunch of style to your ride. Check out this video we made where we explain exactly what
the difference is between fiberglass and poly-urethane ground effects kits. Watching this will
help you to make an informed ground effects buying decision. You'll also get a close-up look at
exactly how ground effects are made! Simply put, your body kit will NOT come painted.
Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In
The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary.
Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign
Up. Pontiac was an American automobile brand owned, manufactured, and commercialised by
General Motors. Introduced as a companion make for GM's more expensive line of Oakland
automobiles, [1] Pontiac overtook Oakland in popularity and supplanted its parent brand
entirely by Starting with the models, marketing was focused on selling the lifestyle that the car's
ownership promised than the car itself. Amid the late s financial problems and restructuring
efforts, GM announced in it would follow the same path with Pontiac as it had with Oldsmobile
in and discontinued manufacturing and marketing vehicles under that brand by the end of The
last Pontiac-badged cars were built in December , with one final vehicle in January Oakland
Motor Car was founded in in Pontiac, Michigan, by Edward Murphy, a manufacturer of
horse-drawn carriages. The following year, another former buggy company executive, William
Durant, founded General Motors in Flint, Michigan, as a holding company for the Buick Motor
Company. GM soon bought other automakers, including Oldsmobile and Cadillac. In , Oakland
became part of GM. The first Pontiac model made its debut as part of the Oakland line in the s.
The car, which featured a six-cylinder engine, proved so popular that the Oakland name was
eventually dropped and Pontiac became its own GM division by the early s. It was named after
the famous Ottawa chief , who had also given his name to the city of Pontiac, Michigan , where
the car was produced. As a result of Pontiac's rising sales, versus Oakland's declining sales,
Pontiac became the only companion marque to survive its parent, with Oakland ceasing
production in Pontiacs were also manufactured from knock-down kits at GM's short-lived
Japanese factory at Osaka Assembly in Osaka, Japan , from â€” The next year, it became the
top-selling six in the U. This was done by using many components from the six-cylinder
Chevrolet Master , such as the body, but installing a large chrome strip on the top and center of
the front hood Pontiac called the "Silver Streak". Only eight-cylinder engines were offered in
and , displacing In the late s, Pontiac used a Buick "torpedo" body for one of its models, just
prior to its being used by Chevrolet, earning some media attention for the marque. An unusual
feature of the "torpedo"-bodied exhibition car was that, with the push of a button, the front half
of the body would open showing the engine and the car's front seat interior. A major change

occurred in for Pontiac, with all models except the new station wagon now using the all-steel
B-body shared with Oldsmobile, LaSalle , and small Buicks. A new stronger X frame had a
Hotchkiss drive using a two-part drive shaft. In through , the Pontiac Torpedo was the brand's
only product built on three different bodies. On February 2, , the last civilian Pontiac automobile
was manufactured in the United States, as all automobile factories converted to military
production. For an extended period of timeâ€”prewar through the early sâ€” Pontiacs were solid
cars, but not especially powerful. They came with the Pontiac straight-8 engine , which were
slightly less expensive to produce than the increasingly popular V8, but they were also heavier
and longer. Additionally, the long crankshaft suffered from excessive flex, restricting
straight-eights to a relatively low compression ratio with a modest redline. However, in this
application, inexpensive yet quiet flatheads were not a liability. From to , all Pontiac models
were essentially models with minor changes. The Hydramatic automatic transmission was
introduced in and helped Pontiac sales grow even though their cars, Torpedoes, and
Streamliners, were quickly becoming out of date. The first all-new Pontiac models appeared in
They incorporated styling cues such as lower body lines and rear fenders that were integrated
into the rear-end styling of the car. Along with new styling came a new model. Continuing the
Native American theme of Pontiac, the Chieftain line was introduced to replace the Torpedo.
These were built on the GM B-body platform and featured different styling from the more
conservative Streamliner. In , the Catalina pillarless hardtop coupe was introduced as a "halo"
model , much like the Chevrolet Bel Air of the same year. In , Pontiac discontinued the
Streamliner and replaced it with additional models in the Chieftain line built on the GM A-body
platform. This single model line continued until when the Star Chief was added. The models
were the first to have one-piece windshields instead of the normal two-piece units. While the
and models were heavily reworked versions of the Chieftain models, they were engineered for
the V8 engine that was supposed to be introduced on the models, but the Buick division
complained to corporate heads that the introduction might take sales away because Buick was
introducing its new nailhead V-8 in The corporation held Pontiac back until Completely new
bodies and chassis were introduced for Sales increased. With the introduction of this V8, the
six-cylinder engines were discontinued; a six-cylinder would not return to the full-size Pontiac
line until the GM corporate downsizing of A four-cylinder engine was introduced in the Tempest
model line in , followed by an overhead-cam six-cylinder starting in , as well as on the Firebird.
It was the first popular-priced, mass-produced engine in America using an overhead-camshaft
configuration. In , when year-old Semon "Bunkie" Knudsen became general manager of Pontiac,
alongside new heads of engineering, E. Estes and John DeLorean , Knudsen immediately began
reworking the brand's image. One of the first steps involved the removal of the famous
trademark "silver streaks" from the hood and deck lid of the models just weeks before they
were introduced. Another step was introducing the first Bonneville â€”a limited-edition Star
Chief convertible that showcased Pontiac's first fuel-injected engine. About Bonnevilles were
built for It was possible to purchase a Cadillac for the price of the Bonneville, the model raised
new interest in what Pontiac now called "America's No. A Tri power Bonneville was the pace car
for that year's Indianapolis Also, was the last year Pontiac Motor Division would bear the
"Indian" motif throughout the vehicle. The exception would be the Indian head high-beam
indicator light in the instrument cluster. All models featured ball joint front suspension
replacing the previous kingpin design. With the model year, Pontiac came out with its
"Arrowhead" emblem, with the star design in the middle. The "Arrowhead" design ran all the
way up the hood from between the split grille, and on Star Chief models, had eight chrome stars
from the emblem design bolted to both sides of the vehicle as chrome trim. Knudsen saw to it
that the car received a completely reworked chassis, body, and interior styling. Quad
headlamps, as well as a longer, lower body, were some of the styling changes. The Chieftain
line was renamed Catalina; Star Chief was downgraded to replace the discontinued Super Chief
series and for the first time did not have a two-door hardtop , only a two-door sedan along with
a four-door hardtop and four-door sedan; in addition, there was no Star Chief wagon. The
Bonneville was now the top of the line, coming in three body styles, a two-door hardtop,
four-door vista, and four-door station wagon. The Star Chief's four-door "Vista" hardtop was
also shared by the Bonneville. Catalina models included a two-door hardtop, two-door sedan,
four-door sedan, four-door hardtop vista as well as two station wagons, a six-passenger with
two rows of seats, and a nine-passenger version with a rear-facing third row. All automatics
were four-speed Super-Hydra-Matics or, as Hydramatic Division that designed and built them
called them, "Controlled coupling HydraMatic". Oldsmobile used this same transmission and
called it Jetaway Hydramatic; Cadillac also used it and called it or P Hydramatic. This coincided
with major body styling changes across all models that introduced increased glass area, twin
V-shaped fins, and lower hood profiles. The new "Wide-Track" Pontiacs not only had improved

styling, but also handled better, contributing to Pontiac's resurgence in the marketplace. The
models had a complete reskinning with the exception of the body's canopies, which remained
identical to the '59s, but removed the tail fins and the distinctive split grille which Ford copied
on the final Edsel models for The Ventura featured the luxury features of the Bonneville in the
shorter, lighter Catalina body. Most of Pontiac's models built during the s and s were either
styled like, or were siblings to, other GM makes except Cadillac. However, Pontiac retained its
own front- and rear-end styling, interiors, and engines. The models were similarly reworked. The
split grille returned, as well as all-new bodies and a new design of a perimeter-frame chassis for
all its full-size models something which would be adopted for all of GM's intermediate-sized
cars in , and all its full-sized cars in These new chassis allowed for reduced weight and smaller
body sizes. The similarly styled Chevrolet still used the radically different "X" frame in the early
s. Toward the end of the model year, an upscale version of the Tempest called the LeMans was
introduced, named after the 24 Hours of Le Mans auto race in France. All three were unibody
cars, dubbed the Y-body platform, combining the frame and body into a single construction,
making them comparatively lighter and smaller. All three put into production new technology
pushed by John DeLorean , [ citation needed ] on which GM had been working for several years
prior, but the Tempest was by far the most radical. A flexible steel shaft rotating at the speed of
the engine delivered power from the front-mounted engine through a " torque tube " to a
rear-mounted transaxle. It almost eliminated the large floor "hump" common to front-engined,
rear-drive cars. Though the Tempest's transaxle was similar to the one in the Corvair ,
introduced the year before, it shared essentially no common parts. GM had planned to launch a
Pontiac version of the Corvair dubbed "Polaris" , but Bunkie Knudsenâ€”whose niece had been
seriously injured in a Corvair crashâ€”successfully argued against the idea. The Polaris design
apparently made it to full-scale clay before it was canceled. Instead, DeLorean's "rope-shaft"
design was green-lighted. It also featured an innovative "rope" drive-shaft. The Tempest also
featured a The engine gained the nickname "Hay Baler" because of its tendency to kick
violently, like the farm machine, when its timing was off. It was based and shared parts with the
, but an altered, reduced bore. The car's body and suspension were also changed to be lower,
longer, and wider. The response was that more than half of the Tempests and LeMans separate
lines for that one year only were ordered with the V8, a trend that did not go unnoticed by
management. The next year, the became a true with a new bore size of 3. The Tempest's
popularity helped move Pontiac into third place among American car brands in , a position
Pontiac would hold through In November , Knudsen had moved to Chevrolet. Pete Estes now
became general manager of Pontiac and Delorean was promoted to Pontiac chief engineer. Both
continued Knudsen's work of making Pontiac a performance-car brand. Pontiac capitalized on
the emerging trend toward sportier bucket-seat coupes in by introducing the Grand Prix , taking
the place of the Ventura, which now became a trim option on the Catalina. Although GM
officially ended factory support for all racing activities across all of its brands in January ,
Pontiac continued to target performance enthusiasts by making larger engines with more power
available across all model lines. For , the Grand Prix received the same styling changes as other
full-sized Pontiacs such as vertical headlights and crisper body lines, but also received its own
squared-off roofline with a concave rear window, along with less chrome. For , the Tempest and
LeMans' transaxle design was dropped and the cars were redesigned under GM's new A-body
platform - frame cars with a conventional front-engined, rear-wheel drive layout. The most
important of these is the GTO , short for "Gran Turismo Omologato," the Italian for " Grand
Touring , Homologated" used by Ferrari as a badge to announce a car's official qualification for
racing. The entire Pontiac lineup was honored as Motor Trend's Car of the Year for , the third
time for Pontiac to receive such honors. The February issue of Motor Trend was almost entirely
devoted to Pontiac's Car of the Year award and included feature stories on the division's
marketing, styling, engineering and performance efforts along with road tests of several
models. On the technology front, saw the introduction of a completely new overhead camshaft
6-cylinder engine in the Tempest, and in an industry first, plastic grilles were used on several
models. The model year saw the introduction for the Pontiac Firebird pony car , a variant of the
Chevrolet Camaro that was the brand's answer to the hot-selling Ford Mustang. Full-sized cars
got a major facelift with rounder wasp-waisted body lines, a name change for the mid-line series
from Star Chief to Executive as well as a one-year-only Grand Prix convertible. The Ram Air V
garnered much auto press publicity, but only a relative few were made available for sale. Pete
Estes, who like Knudsen had moved to be general manager of Chevrolet in and Delorean,
general manager of the Pontiac division, needed a car to take the place of the sagging sales of
the full-size Grand Prix, but the development cost of the car was too much of burden for Pontiac
division alone, so Delorean went to his old boss at Chevrolet to gather support for the
development cost of the new "G" body Grand Prix. Estes agreed to share in the cost and allow

Pontiac to have a one-year exclusivity on this new car, the next year Chevy would follow with its
version which was called Chevrolet Monte Carlo. The new Grand Prix was such a sales success
in as dealers moved , units - more than four times the number of Grand Prixs sold in Full-sized
Pontiacs were also substantially restyled but retained the same basic under-body structure and
chassis that debuted with the model - the roof-lines for the four-door pillared sedans and Safari
wagons were the same as the models, while the two-door semi-fastback design gave way to a
squared-off notch-back style and four-door hardtop sedans were also more squared off than
models. Although originally conceived as a cubic inch model to compete directly in the Trans
Am racing series, in a cost-saving move the Pontiac Trans Am debuted with the standard
cubic-inch performance engines. This year also saw De Lorean leaving the post of general
manager to accept a similar position at GM's Chevrolet division. His replacement was F. James
McDonald. Pontiacs built in the late s conformed to new U. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standards. These included energy-absorbing interior parts such as steering columns, steering
wheels, knobs and handles, dual-circuit hydraulic brake systems, shoulder belts, side marker
lights, and headrests. The Firebirds received a heavy facelift but otherwise continued much the
same as the original model. It was the final year for the overhead cam six-cylinder engine in
Firebirds and intermediates, and the Firebird convertible until Production of the Firebirds was
extended into the first three months of the model year all other Pontiacs debuted September 18,
due to a decision to delay the introduction of an all-new Firebird and Chevrolet Camaro until
February 26, In addition in the lates, GM directed their GM and Pontiac divisions to develop
concept mini-cars called commuter car for urban drivers. GM developed a gasoline-electric
drive hybrid the XP and the Pontiac X-4 a rear-wheel drive mid-engine car that was powered by a
radical X-shaped aircraft type air-cooled two-stroke radial engine where the standard crankshaft
was replaced by a unit called a Scotch yoke. While the GM car was fully tested the Pontiac
concept was not. Neither was placed in production. Increasing insurance and fuel costs for
owners coupled with looming Federal emissions and safety regulations would eventually put an
end to the unrestricted, powerful engines of the s. Safety, luxury, and economy would become
the new watch-words of this decade. Engine performance began declining in when GM issued a
corporate edict mandating that all engines be capable of using lower-octane unleaded gasoline,
which led to dramatic drops in compression ratios, along with performance and fuel economy.
This, coupled with trying to build cars as plush as GM's more luxurious Buicks and
Oldsmobiles, contributed to the start of a slow decline of Pontiac in This same year, Pontiac
completely restyled its full-sized cars, moved the Bonneville, and replaced it with a higher
luxury model named the Grand Ville, while Safari wagons got a new clamshell tailgate that
lowered into the body while the rear window raised into the roof. The power tailgate, the first in
station wagon history, ultimately supplanted the manual tailgate, which required marked effort
to lift from storage. The models saw the first wave of emissions reduction and safety equipment
and updates. GTO was a now sub-series of the LeMans series. The Tempest was dropped, after
being renamed 'T' and 'GT' for The base mid-sized Pontiac was now called LeMans. James
MacDonald left the post of general manager to be replaced by Martin J. Caserio in late Caserio
was the first manager in over a decade to be more focused on marketing and sales than on
performance. All other models including the big cars and Firebirds received only minor updates.
Again, power dropped across all engines as more emissions requirements came into effect. The
Firebird Trans Am's factory applied hood decal, a John Schinella stylized interpretation of
Native American bird designs , took up most of the available space on the hood. One so
equipped was tested by 'Car and Driver' magazine, who proclaimed it the last of the fast cars.
But the pendulum had swung, and the SD only hung on one more year in the Trans Am. All
Federal emissions and safety regulations were required to be in full effect for causing the
demise of two of the three iterations of the big cubic inch engines after this year. The last
version of the would hang on for two more years before being discontinued. For , Pontiac
introduced the new sub-compact Astre , a version of the Chevrolet Vega. This was the brand's
entry into the fuel economy segment of the market. Astre had been sold exclusively in Canada
from It was offered through the model year. The models were the last of the traditional American
large cars powered by mostly big-block V8 engines. After this year, all GM models would go
through "downsizing" and shrink in length, width, weight, and available engine size. The
Sunbird , based on the Chevrolet Vega and Monza's equivalent, joined the line. It was first
offered as a Notchback, with a Hatchback body style added in The Sunbird was offered in its
rear-wheel-drive configuration through the model year. Sunbird Safari wagon through At
mid-year , Pontiac introduced the Phoenix, an upscale version of the Ventura which replaced
the Ventura entirely after the end of the model year. Pontiac also introduced its cubic inch " Iron
Duke " 4-cylinder overhead valve engine. It was first used in the Astre, replacing Astre's
aluminum-block cubic inch Vega engine. The cubic inch L4 and the cubic inch V8 were the last

two engines designed solely by Pontiac. Subsequent engine design would be accomplished by
one central office with all designs being shared by each brand. For the model year, the full-sized
Pontiacs received the same "downsizing" as GM's other "B" body cars. The new Bonnevilles
and Catalinas continued to be best-sellers, although their styling similarity to the Chevrolet
Caprice was seen by some buyers as a "cheapening" of Pontiac's image. In , the full-size
Bonneville was discontinued, the name reassigned to the "A" body intermediate platform. That
left the Catalina as the only big Pontiac, further reducing sales as buyers went for more
plushness. The remainder of the s and the early s saw the continued rise of luxury, safety, and
economy as the key selling points in Pontiac products. Wire-spoked wheel covers returned for
the first time since the s. More station wagons than ever were being offered. Padded vinyl roofs
were options on almost every model. Rear-wheel drive began its slow demise with the
introduction of the first front-wheel drive Pontiac, the Phoenix a version of the Chevrolet
Citation. The Firebird was available with Formula and Trans Am packages, plus a Pontiac first- a
turbocharged V8, for the and model years. Introduced in , the wedge-shaped Firebird was the
first major redesign of the pony car since Embedded marketing in the television series Knight
Rider was successful. Pontiac introduced more performance-oriented models over the next
decade. The Trans Am also set a production aerodynamic mark of. A convertible body style was
reintroduced after nine years. GM adapted the J-body cars and the all-new for J later renamed
Sunbird had a convertible as part of its line. The Fiero was a major departure from anything
Pontiac had produced in the past. A two-seat, mid-engined coupe. The Fiero was partially
responsible for Pontiac seeing its first increase in sales in four years. Pontiac also began to
focus on technology. The STE sported digital instruments and other electronics as well as a
more powerful V6 and retuned suspension. Later iterations would see some of the first
introductions on Pontiacs of anti-lock brakes, steering wheel mounted radio controls, and other
features. Full-size buyers, disappointed by the lack of an available big Bonneville, complained,
resulting in Pontiac's importing the Canadian-market Pontiac Parisienne , which featured the
Bonneville's deluxe trim. This car, although a Pontiac in name, was no more than a slightly
re-trimmed Caprice. Despite this fact, the Parisienne sold in profitable numbers and this car
continued in production until for the sedan, and for the Safari station wagon. With the exception
of the Parisienne Safari, the Firebird, and Fiero, beginning in all Pontiacs, with the exception of
the Firebird, switched to front-wheel drive platforms. For the first time since , Pontiac was the
number three domestic car maker in America. The median age of Pontiac owners dropped from
46 in to 38 in Pontiacs introduction included anti-lock brakes, GM's Quad-4 engine, airbags ,
and composite materials. Safari station wagon production ended in , the last V8 powered
full-sized, rear-wheel drive Pontiac until the G8. The model year saw the launch of Pontiac's first
minivan and light truck , the Trans Sport. At the end of the model year, the was discontinued in
favor of the newly expanded Grand Prix line up and the new Trans Sport minivan, which
replaced the station wagon. In , a brand-new Bonneville was introduced. This full-size model
featured aerodynamic styling, large expanses of curved glass, front-wheel drive, and the Series
I V6 as standard equipment. This package included leather bucket seats, specific grille, side
trim, exhaust, dash trim, lace alloy wheels, as well as a spoiler, sport handling, and suspension
systems and anti-lock brakes. An all-new Firebird was introduced in It was powered by either a
3. V8, and could be backed by a T six-speed manual. The Sunbird was replaced with the still
J-body Sunfire in While a V6 engine was no longer available in the J-car, sedan, coupe, and
convertible body styles did survive. For the Bonneville received updated front and rear fascias
along with several other enhancements. Division Sales Figures [16]. The Grand Prix debuted in
with the "Wider is Better" advertising campaign. It featured a supercharged 3. One design
highlight of this generation Grand Prix is the sharing of the roof's sheet metal between both
coupe and sedan models. In the Firebird was updated. The model year saw the replacement of
the Trans Sport with the larger Montana minivan. In Pontiac introduced the polarizing
proto-crossover Aztek. The coupe version of the Grand Prix was also discontinued. Also, in , it
was announced that the Grand Prix would be in its last year of its generation, with an improved
7th generation on the way for It had an independent front and rear suspension and an upscale
full leather interior. Sales did not reach the 18, units that GM predicted. The LS1 engine was
retired in Pontiac added the drive-by-wire HP LS2 V8 for the and model years at no additional
cost. Additional upgrades also consisted of stainless steel dual exhaust outlets, larger Corvette
sourced PBR brakes with EBD, larger front vented rotors with vented rear rotors, and functional
heat extractor hood scoops. The Bonneville GXP featured a 4. The GTP's new 3. With the
cancellation of Oldsmobile in , Pontiac went through a complete product revamping through
this period. The Grand Am was replaced with the mid-size G6 in The Grand Am was produced
for the model year to fill the gap until the new G6 coupe and convertible became available for
that model year. The Bonneville ended production in after nearly 50 years of production.

Although it was not directly replaced, the RWD G8 introduced for the model year did fill some of
the market void. The Solstice concept shown in was approved for production as a roadster and,
for a few months, a hard-top coupe , which is considered to be quite rare, as a total of only 1,
coupes made it off the assembly line in Wilmington, DE before it was shut down due to the
demise of Pontiac. This is in stark contrast to the over 64, Solstice Convertibles that were
manufactured on that same line. The controversial and slow-selling Aztek was finally phased
out and replaced by the Torrent, which was identical to the Chevrolet Equinox. In the Sunfire
was discontinued and replaced by the new Pontiac Pursuit later named G5 for the American
market. Initially, Pontiac did not plan on offering the G5 in the United States, however, dealer
pressure to fill the gap left by the discontinuation of the Sunfire caused Pontiac to introduce
only the coupe variation into the U. The 4 door sedan was available in Canada as the Pursuit
throughout the model run. This engine was built to give buyers a V8 sedan option until the
all-new G8 arrived in The G8 gained positive reception for its high performance and low costs. It
was later announced that the G8 may not see a second generation. Towards the end of the
decade many rumors began spreading that Pontiac would become completely reliant on RWD.
Reports ranged from a compact sedan based on the Alpha platform to a new RWD G6 for the
model year. GM clarified that Pontiac would have begun to focus on "niche" models aimed at
the "youthful and sporty" segment, but did not provide specifics. Pontiac was to trim its number
of models to four, [19] although there was talk of retaining only one model. The decision to
eliminate Pontiac was made primarily due to the increasing threat of a bankruptcy filing if the
June 1 deadline could not be met. General Motors would eliminate an additional 7, to 8, factory
jobs in the United States and shed 2, dealers by under a revised business plan. In early May ,
Jim Waldron, a Davison, Michigan , Pontiac dealer, announced that he was interested in
purchasing the Pontiac brand and logos, and had found financing to purchase them and some
soon-to-be shuttered GM plants in order to build cars. However, GM had already decided to
retire the brand as it has begun to sell off its remaining inventory and said that, unlike Saturn,
Hummer, and Saab, Pontiac was not for sale. The Pontiac brand was pulled after the model year
in Mexico and the brand was renamed Matiz, selling only one vehicle, the Matiz G2 Matiz's logo
is similar to Pontiac's. Pontiac became the second brand General Motors had eliminated in six
years. Oldsmobile met the same fate in after being more slowly phased out over four years. A
Native American headdress was used as a logo until This was updated to the Native American
red arrowhead design for in all usage except the high-beam indicator lamp, which retained the
original logo through The arrowhead logo is also known as the Dart. Besides the logo, another
identifying feature of Pontiacs were their "Silver Streaks"â€”one or more narrow strips of
stainless steel which extended from the grille down the center of the hood. Eventually they
extended from the rear window to the rear bumper as well, and finally; along the tops of the fins.
Although initially a single band, this stylistic trademark doubled to two for The Streaks were
discontinued the same year as the Indian Head emblems One long-familiar styling element was
the split-grille design which was introduced in to complement the make's new "wide track"
stance. The models, however, reverted to the full-width grille styling. The split-grille then
returned for the model year and would remain as the marque's trademark. Other styling cues
were the pointed "arrowhead" nose in the s and s , and "grilled-over" in the s , or multiple
horizontal-striped taillights. This later feature originated with the Grand Prix , and although the
Grand Prix also had rear grillework, the taillight lenses were not behind it. Less longstanding
but equally memorable is the "cladding" common on the doors and fenders of Pontiacs
produced in the s and s. Rather than minimizing the side bumper, Pontiac designers put two
troughs going along the length. Bumpers with this appearance were found on nearly all
Pontiacs until the arrival of the G6. From onwards, new Pontiacs had cleaner, more premium
styling, but retained the traditional split grille. The models they produced were largely the same
as their US built counterparts. Canadian cars had Canadian oak in the bodies, not peach wood
like the US cars. After the Second World War the Pontiac brand continued to be very popular,
and the product line was further harmonized with the Canadian Chevrolet products. In the late s
and early s the US market embraced eight-cylinder engines and US Pontiacs equipped with the
straight-eight engine were popular, but in Canada the straight-six continued to be the popular
offering. Beginning in the model lineup consisted of the base " Pathfinder ", mid-range
"Pathfinder Deluxe", and top-of-the-line " Laurentian ". The chassis was shared with the
Chevrolet, and interiors were a combination of Chevy and Pontiac parts. The Canadian
dealership lines were either Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac or Pontiac-Buick-GMC; small towns
usually had only one or the other, but not both, so it was imperative to keep Pontiac prices
competitive with Plymouth and Ford and Chevrolet. In the "Strato-Chief" replaced the
"Pathfinder Deluxe", and in the line was reorganized with the new " Parisienne " inserted at the
top similar to the US market Bonneville. Even after the Canadian market was opened by the

signing of the Autopact the Canadian full-sized Pontiac lineupâ€”and the practice of building
them on Chevrolet chassis with Chevrolet enginesâ€”continued mostly unchanged into the s
although the Strato-Chief was dropped in GM Canada also built right-hand drive versions of
their Pontiacs for export to Australia, New Zealand and South Africa as knock-down kits until
the late s. The interiors of these cars more closely resembled the equivalent Chevrolets than the
Canadian market cars did, as the Chevys had already been designed for right-hand drive. When
the compact Chevrolet Corvair and Pontiac Tempest were introduced in the Corvair was built in
Canada, but the Tempest was not. Importing the Tempest into Canada from the United States
was not a viable option as the duties that would have had to have been paid would have
substantially increased the price of what was supposed to be the least-expensive Pontiac.
Tentative plans to build a Pontiac version of the Corvair were scrapped when the more
conventional Chevy II was introduced in late When the mid-sized Chevrolet Chevelle was
introduced in it was sold in Canada as the Acadian Beaumont 'Beaumont' was formerly the
top-level trim of Chevy II-based Acadian , and in Beaumont became its own marque. The
Beaumont-badged Chevelles were in production in Canada until Even after the Autopact and
Canadaâ€”United States Free Trade Agreement that replaced it in the practice of building
Pontiac-badged Chevrolets for sale at Canadian dealers continued until the brand was
discontinued in Pontiac engineer Clayton Leach designed the stamped steel valvetrain rocker
arm, a simplified and reliable alternative to a bearing-equipped rocker. This design was
subsequently picked up by nearly every OHV engine manufacturer at one point or another.
Pontiac began work on a V8 configuration in This was initially intended to be an L-head engine,
and 8 experimental units were built and extensively tested by the end of the s. So, in addition to
building a new Pontiac Engineering building in â€”, the decision to re-direct the V8 to an OHV
design delayed its introduction until the model year, however the Buick division was
introducing its new engine Nailhead V-8 in and asked the corporation to hold back or delay
Pontiac's V-8 introduction until the model year which it did. In mid, Pontiac introduced a
higher-powered version of its V8. Among other things, this version of the engine was equipped
with a high-performance racing camshaft and dual 4-barrel carburetors. This was the first in a
series of NASCAR -ready pre- Super-Duty V8 engines and introduced the long line of
multi-carburetor equipped engines that saw Pontiac become a major player during the muscle
car and pony car era of the s. Pontiac's second generation V8 engines shared numerous
similarities, allowing many parts to interchange from its advent in to its demise in Sizes ranged
from cubic inch cc to cubic inch cc. This feature also made it possible for Pontiac to invent the
modern muscle car , by the relatively simple process of placing its second largest-displacement
engine, the cid cc , into its mid-size car, the Le Mans, creating the Pontiac LeMans GTO. From
their inception in the s until the early s, Pontiac engines were known for their performance. The
largest engine was a massive cubic inch cc V8 that was available in most of their mid-size,
full-size and sports car models. At the height of the horsepower era, Pontiac engines reached a
powerful rated horsepower SAE gross , though other engines achieved considerably higher
outputs in actuality. Federal emissions laws eventually brought the horsepower era to a close
and resulted in a steady decline for Pontiac's engines. One holdout to this industry-wide slide
was the Super Duty engine of â€” The engine was the pinnacle of Pontiac engine development
and was a very strong performer that included a few race-specific features, such as provisions
for dry-sump oiling. This engine and its legacy drive the SD Trans Ams and Formulas as one of
the more, if not the most, desirable Pontiacs ever produced. The only non-traditional Pontiac V8
engines were the cubic inch and the smaller displacement cubic inch V8s. Produced from
through , these engines had the distinction of being the last V8s produced by Pontiac; GM
merged its various brands' engines into one collectively shared group in , entitled General
Motors Powertrain. Pontiac engines were not available in Canada, however, but were replaced
with Chevrolet engines of similar size and power, resulting in such models as the Beaumont SD
with a Chevrolet big-block cubic inch V8. PMD used Carter 1-barrel carburetors for many years
but, by the time of the second generation, the V8 engines had switched mostly to 2-barrel
offerings. These also were the basis for the Tri-Power setups on the engines. The Tri-Power
setup included one center carburetor with idle control and two end carburetors that did not
contribute until the throttle was opened more than half way. This was accomplished two ways,
mechanically for the manual transmission models, and via a vacuum-switch on the automatics.
This went through various permutations as it was only a factory installed option in from PMD
also had a square-bore 4-barrel at the time, but this was rated at a lower power than the
Tri-Power. This carburetor was later replaced by the Quadrajet , a spread bore. The term
"Spread-bore" signifies the difference in sizes between the primaries and secondaries, using
smaller primaries paired with larger secondaries for increased airflow at wider throttle with fuel
delivery changes akin to the two-plus-four benefit of Tri-Power but with a single carburetor. The

Q jet was not the only thing that gave the top GTO " engine and the H-O engines the same
horsepower as the and Aside of the displacement advantage, the new engine had redesigned
cylinder heads with different valve angles and larger ports. The different valve angles allowed
for larger diameter intake and exhaust valves. There have been many test when a Tri-Power
set-up was added to a " or " engine that they made even more horsepower than a Q-Jet. By the
end of the muscle car era, the Quadrajet setup had become the nearly ubiquitous choice on
PMD engines. The Quadrajet design continued until for Oldsmobile V8 applications, with added
computer controls to meet emissions and fuel economy standards. From Wikipedia, the free
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Montana SV6. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains

the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Pontiac G5 Performance Chip. Current Stock:.
Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Learn how we do it. We know this because
we're experts in this industry. In addition to that, our team also develops products for many big
name engine performance companies. We know what we're doing. You can rest assured
knowing that you're purchasing directly from experts and engineers, not just resellers or
copy-cat companies that use low quality materials in their products. What's included my Vertex
Performance Kit Purchase? Proudly Made in the USA! Our products are proudly made in the
USA. We manufacture all of our products out of our Florida facility. We're proud to use premium
top quality materials in our products. Don't buy from companies unless they can guarantee their
products are made in the USA. Your car isn't cheap, so why install performance products with
cheap materials in it? Will the Vertex Module void my vehicle's warranty? Our product should
not void your vehicles warranty. In fact, the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act protects you against
having your warranty voided due to aftermarket parts! The vehicle manufacturer cannot void
your entire vehicle's warranty due to aftermarket accessories! TIP: You can and should always
remove any and all aftermarket performance parts prior to visiting the dealer for service, with
Vertex, it takes less than 2 minutes to remove. What kind of "Expert" Support is included? Every
purchase comes with FREE expert installation support. The support you will receive will be at
the factory level. This means, we will provide installation support for your exact vehicle. Rest
assured knowing that we are the only automotive performance company provinding expert
support with genuine factory information and diagrams. We can help you locate the exact
location of installation on your vehicle with ease. Why haven't you asked for my year and
engine size? Don't you need that? For most of our performance modules, we do not need this
information. In fact, nearly all performance companies that ask for your vehicle's year and
engine size are just trying to convince you that you're purchasing a performance module
specific to your vehicle's exact year and engine size. That is absolutely not the case most of the
time. Our modules have been tried and tested on tens of thousands of vehicles all over the
world and perform amazingly. Unless we specifically ask for your vehicle's year and engine
size, you do not need to worry about providing it. NOTE: We may ask you for your vehicles
exact year and engine if you request installation support. That is because sometimes vehicles
even if it's the same generation and engine size change their module locations. We'll ask only
when we need to know to provide expert advice. Why Choose Vertex Performance? Our Vertex
Performance Module not only increases your vehicle's horsepower and torque, it also increases
it's overall miles per gallon. Our Performance Module unlocks hidden power in your vehicle's
engine and increases your fuel mileage. Save Gas Get paid back, everytime you hit the pump!
Our performance module increases your fuel milage - this means you'll save money between fill
ups at the gas station! Let's look at savings over the course of a year. Now let's take a look at
your savings over 5 years of using Vertex Performance. Vertex Performance Modules pay you
back! Vertex Performance Modules are an easy decision to make when you're looking to
increase performance and increase fuel mileage. This is a device manufactured in the United
States of America. It is designed to easily fix into your car engine system. Its installation does
not require you to interfere with the current system. All you need to do is to replace the initial
performance chip with its new Pontiac performance chip using your hands and some hand
machines. The hand machines may even be a pair of pliers. This installation is easy and takes
few minutes. Your hands will retain their cleanness even after the fitment process. Pontiac
performance chips perform the task of improving the MPG and boosting the horsepower. It also
alters fuel and gas dispensation. Pontiac performance chips ensure that only needed power is
transmitted to the engine. This it achieves by regulating the amount of air that the computer can
allow to be transmitted into the engine. The regulation will adjust as the gas requirement
adjusts, either towards the high or low. Make Select Make. Model Select Model. Pontiac Home
Search by Vehicle Pontiac. Choose Options Compare. Quick view. Add to Cart Compare. Cold
Air Intake for Pontiac Firebird with 5. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and
you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! We
have an excellent selection of G5 custom parts, like body kits, carbon hoods, custom seats, and
rims, to name a few. We also carry the factory-grade replacement G5 parts too, including G5
engine parts, G5 body parts, and other G5 auto parts. So please take a look at our G5 parts
selection. We're confident you'll enjoy the experience! Select Your Vehicle. Year Body Kits.
Doors and Windows. Other Body Panels. Accessory Products. Truck Bed and Hitch. Shift
Console. Panels and Windows. Accessory Items. Safety Equipment. Headlight Products.
Auxiliary Light Products. Neon Lights. Fuel System. Turbos and Superchargers. Engine Dress
Up. Chassis Control. Camber Control. Shock Products. Brake Pads. Wheel Spacers. Lug Nuts.
Wheel Bolts. Misc Wheel Items. Not able to find what you are looking for? Many people use the

term "G5 aftermarket parts" specifically when referring to custom parts for the G5, like
performance parts or custom appearance parts. But even if you just replace your G5 brake pads
with OEM-grade factory-style brake pads that are not made by Pontiac, those too are
aftermarket G5 parts. Over the course of a vehicle's life, it almost certainly will have aftermarket
parts installed in it at some point, even if the vehicle is never actually "modded out". Customer
Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media.
Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge
Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. It helps
us give you the best shopping experience! You can skip. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is
now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your
shopping cart! In fact, we carry more body kits than any other company on Earth! We have more
than 40 brands of ground effects including our own line of body kits that we manufacture in
house , and we carry body kits for more than different vehicles! Our store is full of car body kits
and truck body kits, so take a look at our fantastic selection. Select Your Vehicle. Year Extreme
Dimensions. RK Sport. Duraflex Drifter 2 Body Kit. Front Bumper. Side Skirts. Rear Bumper. Full
Kit. Duraflex B-2 Body Kit. Duraflex Drifter Body Kit. Duraflex Bomber Body Kit. Front Bumper
Urethane. Side Skirt, Right Urethane. Side Skirt, Left Urethane. Rear Valance Urethane. Full Kit
Urethane. Duraflex B-2 Side Skirts. Duraflex Bomber Front Bumper. Previous 1 Next. Not able to
find what you are looking for? You can make your Mustang look like an in-your-face rally car
with huge foglights and a 'Big Mouth' style front bumper. We get asked these questions all the
time. Answer: Most body kits are either made of fiberglass, poly-urethane, or ABS plastic.
Question: What's the difference between them? Answer: Each has its pros and cons. Take a
look: Fiberglass body kits - These are the most prevalent body kits by far. The main reason is
because they're the most cost-effective to manufacture. Fiberglass body kits are almost all
made by hand, and because of that they don't have the same precision of fitment and finish as,
say, your machine-made CAD-designed factory bumpers do. Also, most fiberglass body kits
won't withstand a fender-bender as well as, for example, poly-urethane body kits. That being
said, paint adheres really well to fiberglass, and fiberglass won't warp even in the most extreme
of weather conditions. Besides that, they're the most affordable type of body kit available. Extra
note: some companies have introduced high-end fiberglass body kits that use a specialty flex
resin that gives bodykit-buyers the best of both worlds: durabilty and affordabilty. An example
of this is the Duraflex brand of body kits, which is probably the most popular-selling line of
body kits we offer. Poly-urethane body kits - Poly-urethane also referred to as simply "urethane"
is a techinical word that basically means "rubber". Urethane body kits are more expensive than
fiberglass ones because they cost a whole lot more to make. The cost to develop a proto-type
and mold for a complete urethane body kit is about 12 times that of a fiberglass body kit.
Urethane body kits are made out of heavy-duty molds and are machine-made, so the precision
of finish is normally solid. Also, urethane body kits can actually withstand small accidents and
stay in tact. There are a few draw backs to urethane body kits though: 1 Paint doesn't adhere to
them particularly well, so it takes extra elbow grease to get them painted properly, 2 They are
prone to warping in extreme weather conditions, so you'd have to consider garaging them at
times depending on where you live, and 3 They cost substantially more than fiberglass body
kits. Many automobile manufactures use ABS plastic to make body panels. ABS plastic body
kits are machine-made. They're easier to paint than poly-urethane body kits, but not quite as
flexible; they are more resemblant of your factory body panels. Like poly-urethane body kits,
ABS plastic body kits are substantially more expensive than fiberglass body kits because they
are so much more capital-intensive to design and create. Answer: It depends on what material
of body kit you want. Below are our votes. Some of the most popular are Mustang ground
effects, Camaro ground effects, and Firebird ground effects. Something else to be aware of is
that there are a lot of different terms that essentially mean the same thing: ground effects, body
kits, ground effects kits, car ground effects, and truck ground effects. Q: What's the difference
between fiberglass and poly-urethane body kits? A: The difference between fiberglass and
poly-urethane body kits is that they are made from different composite materials. Both types of
materials have positive qualities. Urethane is a rubber-type material that is very flexible and will
hold up well in the case of an accident. Urethane is therefore popular for its durability.
Fiberglass body kits in general are less flexible than urethane body kits although this definitely
depends on the manufacturer , but are more resistant to extreme weather conditions.
Additionally, paint adheres very well to fiberglass, so there likely will not be paint problems with
a fiberglass. Finally, fiberglass kits are relatively inexpensive. Both composites are used widely
throughout the world for body kit manufacturing, and each has proven to be very popular. Q: I
see the same style of body kit listed under different brand names. What's the difference? A:
Indeed, you will sometimes see the same exact style of body kit listed under two or more

different brands on our website. In this case, it means that the exact same style is just made by
more than one manufacturer. Each of the body kit manufacturers whose product line we carry is
an elite body kit brand, yet each has its own unique manufacturing process. Read about this
manufacturer section under the detail product listing for each brand to learn more about each.
Also feel free to contact us to ask any other questions you might have. Q: What all do body kits
come with? A: Full kits generally include the front bumper, the side skirts, and the rear bumper.
Look at the body kit description to see exactly what is included. Some kits come with fender
flares, wings spoilers , hoods, or other styling accessories. Q: Are body kits and ground effects
the same thing? A: Yes. Ground effects, body kits, spoiler kits, bumper kits and aero kits are all
terms that mean the exact same thing. Q: What exactly is a body kit? Why buy a body kit? A: A
body kit is essentially a collection of parts that, when installed on your car, modify its
appearance. Most body kits modify the look of the front and rear bumpers and of the rocker
panels on a car. Many body kits consist of custom bumpers that replace your factory bumpers,
while others include lips or fascias that you add to your factory bumpers. Almost all body kits
come with sideskirts that are installed on top of your factory rocker panels. Body kits often
create the look of a lowered vehicle and can give your car an aggressive look, a super-clean
flowing look, or a race car look, to name a few types of styles. Out of all available modifications,
body kits probably make the biggest impact on the appearance of a car. Installing a body kit on
your car will completely change your car's look, and will certainly turn peoples' heads as you
drive down the street! Q: Do you put a body kit on over your factory bumpers, or do you replace
your factory bumpers with a body kit? A: Some body kits come with bumpers that replace your
entire factory bumpers while others come with add-on lips that attach to your existing bumpers.
It all depends on the brand and style of the body kit. Q: Do body kits fit over the existing
bumpers or replace them? A: Most body kits bumpers will require you to remove your original
factory bumper covers and replace them with the ones you've purchased normally you use the
same hardware from your factory bumpers to install the new body kit bumpers. Q: Are body kits
strong enough for a daily driver, or are they just for show cars? A: Body kits are very strong
when installed correctly. Of course, fiberglass can indeed crack if in a fender-bender or if you
hit a curb too hard, but in general they will last you a long time. For an added level of strength,
consider going with a urethane body kit if available for your vehicle. Q: Can I mix and match
body kit components if I don't like a particular part? A: Yes, absolutely! Keep in mind that it's
best to try to stick with one brand, however, as additional shipping charges may be incurred if
the parts come from different warehouses. If you have any questions or concerns, just contact
us! Filter Your Results. Body Kits 7. Extreme Dimensions 6. RK Sport 1. Duraflex 6.
Poly-Urethane 1. Full Bumper Replacement 4. Choose Your Vehicle:. Simply put, your body kit
will NOT come painted. Check out this video we made where we explain exactly what the
difference is between fiberglass and poly-urethane ground effects kits. Watching this will help
you to make an informed ground effects buying decision. You'll also get a close-up look at
exactly how ground effects are made! In this episode of Andy's Auto Sport TV, we tell you all
about lip kits and front bumper lips, showing you how easy it is to add a bunch of style to your
ride. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's.
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Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale
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Pump. Pontiac G5 Serpentine Belt. Pontiac G5 Spark Plug. Pontiac G5 Speaker. Pontiac G5
Starter. Pontiac G5 Steering Rack. Pontiac G5 Sway Bar Link. Pontiac G5 T Connector. Pontiac
G5 Throttle Body. Pontiac G5 Valance. Pontiac G5 Vapor Canister. Pontiac G5 Water Pump.
Pontiac G5 Wheel. Pontiac G5 Window Motor. Pontiac G5 Window Regulator. Pontiac G5 Wiper
Blade. Pontiac G5 Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Pontiac G5 Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
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